
 

 

Subject Matter of 

Motion  

 

Expand ACBL Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Capability to Manage 

New Prospects 

ACBL Management action requested. 

Statement of Issue  

 

The current CRM system manages members status, Personally Identifiable 

Information (age, address, etc.) and Master Point Ranks.    There is no equivalent 

system for tracking and supporting prospective members.  Membership Lifecycle 

Management requires successful intake management to deliver sustainable growth. 

CRM is the only scalable solution.    

 

The motion: 

 

The ACBL shall modify the current CRM capability to collect contact information, 

relevant bridge experience, and interests and needs of nonmembers seeking to learn 

more about bridge.  The CRM system will match those prospects to known available 

services (classes, games, teachers and clubs) by zip code and Unit.  The system will 

contact those participating services/owners so that they can connect with the new 

prospect in real time and offer them ways to engage the game. The CRM will store 

all contact information from any electronic advertising programs at any level in the 

organization (District, Unit, Club, Teacher).   

ACBL Management action requested. 

 

Material impacts  Cost for creating a prospect stage in the existing CRM is TBD (business must advise) 

However any CRM off the shelf comes with this capability built in.  The major effort 

will be getting enough mapping of services and teachers and clubs to do the matching 

by geographical location. Teachers and Clubs will have to opt in to participate, and 

would have to provide sufficient detail to help the Prospect make choices.  

 

Reasons why the 

Board of 

Governors should 

adopt the motion  

 

 

Growth has lagged general population (+2-4%) and 50-85+ yr olds (+4-8%) for 

years.  We need a better way for Clubs, Teachers and possibly Units to engage 

prospects with offerings meant to build their interest toward learning. Playing and 

eventually, membership.  Economy on scale require the ACBL make the CRM 

available for membership creation activities by Teachers, Clubs, and Units.  As a 

result, the ACBL, Teachers, Clubs, Units and Districts will have full Membership 

Lifecycle capability, making recruiting and retaining members much more effective 

than today.  Members will find service offerings more suited to their lifecycle stage 

than currently possible today.  Note that effective use will enable the ecosystem to 

connect with 18-30+ year olds who join then drop out due to career/family pressures.  

Online bridge can keep this demographic in the game and ready to return to 

tournament bridge when they reach their 50’s.  Tracking younger nonmembers  

carries legal risks we cannot support.   

 

Risk if the motion 

is not approved 

 

The new player experience will continue as today, hit or miss depending on where 

they are and to whom they talk.  We need to do a better job coordinating offerings 

and touches among all members and stakeholders in the ecosystem.   

 

 

Respectfully Submitted,  

Steve Moese K082411  

D11 2nd Alternate to the Board of Directors 

Board of Governors 


